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Pisces is the 12th house so this new moon represents the end of a cycle as the
next one moves us into our 1st house with Aries.

What things would you like to close out for your astrological year?
 

Pisces is also represented by the moon in tarot so another way of coming back
to the full circle here.

 
As always I recommend setting your intentions/wishes for after the new moon
time so you are in the growth phase of the cycle which will bring about your

desires rather than releasing it. 
 

You can take this time to jot down the ideas, just don’t set them as full
intentions (with magic/meditation/ritual etc.) until after the moon has moved

into the waxing phase.
 
 
 



 
How to make a wish/set an intention for the new moon cycle:

Simple ‘rules’:
 

Make this about yourself and not about other people. We can’t force people in
our lives to come in line with our wishes so keep it about you. E.g. I wish he

would love me more isn’t going to work. But ‘I wish I loved myself more that it
radiated to everyone in my life’ is more likely to manifest into greatness.

Make it positive (no wishing others would fall down the stairs and sprain their
ankle, OK guys!) 

Will you be able to feel this when the time comes to manifest this? Make it real
and attainable.

Make between 5-10 try not to go OTT with it, it’s hard to find the time to work
on that!

 
Other than that you can wish for anything you want to bring into your life on

each moon cycle.  However there are area’s that the moon focus’ on each cycle
and it is a smart move to add these to your wishes where possible to get the

added boost.
As this moon is in Pisces it is going to ask that we experience life, deeply,

through our emotions.
 

 The moon in Pisces is linked to the following:
 

Imagination
 Inner happiness 

Psychic sensitivity 
Trust/mystic awareness 

Spiritual healing
Compassion

Releasing helplessness
 



So when we sit to think about our goals in the coming weeks of what we want
to attract and grow I would recommend adding focus on some of these areas
which you are drawn to as working with these during this moon cycle is very

powerful. 
This power can help us reach our highest good, and even if you don’t select any
of these as a focus for the next cycle you may find that the universe forces one

or two onto you anyway ;)
 

Here are some examples that you could use in this moon cycle in Pisces:
 

I wish to feel emotionally fulfilled and happy
I want to feel complete forgiveness in relation to......

 
Wish around topics such as:
Inspiration and following it

Creative Flow
Releasing emotional battles and defeatist mindset

Righting and balancing karma
Ability to use intuition and empath traits for higher good

 
I would suggest writing things down as notes or bullet points first that may be
things you want bring in or work on this cycle and then formulating them into

desires/wishes for the new moon.



The other area of focus for this moon cycle will depend on which house your
star sign or rising sign is in.  The rising sign is much more specific so if you can

learn this I would suggest using this once found.  To find this you will need your
birth location and time, please visit:

 
https://www.astrosofa.com/uk/horoscope/ascendant

 
Each house represents different areas to work on as listed below (information

taken from https://astrostyle.com/learn-astrology/the-12-zodiac-houses/):
 

1ST HOUSE:
The first house begins the zodiac, and covers the all “firsts”: first impressions, the self
and appearance, leadership, new initiatives, fresh starts and beginnings. The sign on

the cusp, or starting edge, of this house, is referred to as your rising sign or
ascendant. (Ruled by Aries)

 
2ND HOUSE:

The second house covers all matters related to your immediate material and physical
environment—taste, smells, sound, touch, sights. The second house also rules

income, money, and self-esteem. (Ruled by Taurus)
 

3RD HOUSE:
The third house rules all forms of communication—talking, thinking, gadgets and
devices (cell phones, pagers, Instant Messenger, etc.). The third house also covers

siblings, neighborhoods, local travel, libraries, schools, teachers and community
affairs. (Ruled by Gemini)

 
4TH HOUSE:

The Cancer-ruled fourth house sits at the very bottom of the zodiac wheel, and thus,
rules the “foundation” of all things. This includes your home, privacy, your basic
security, your parents (particularly your mother), children, your own mothering

abilities, nurturing, and TLC. (Ruled by Cancer)



5TH HOUSE:
The fifth house is ruled by dramatic Leo, and it governs self-expression, drama,

creativity, color, attention, romance, fun and play. (Ruled by Leo)
 

6TH HOUSE:
The sixth house is the domain of health and service. It rules schedules,

organisation, routines, fitness, diet and exercise, natural and healthy living,
helpfulness and being of service to others. (Ruled by Virgo)

 
7TH HOUSE:

The seventh house is the sector of relationships and other people. It governs all
partnerships, both business and personal, and relationship-associated matters,

like contracts, marriage, and business deals. (Ruled by Libra)
 

8TH HOUSE:
The eighth house is a mysterious sector that rules birth, death, sex,

transformation, mysteries, merged energies, and bonding at the deepest level.
The eighth house also rules other people’s property and money (real estate,

inheritances, investments, et. al. (Ruled by Scorpio)
 

9TH HOUSE:
The ninth house covers the higher mind, expansion, international and long-

distance travel, foreign languages, inspiration, optimism, publishing,
broadcasting, universities and higher education, luck, risk, adventure, gambling,

religion, philosophy, morals and ethics. (Ruled by Sagittarius)
 
 



10TH HOUSE:
The tenth house is at the very top and most public part of the chart. The tenth
house governs structures, corporations, tradition, public image, fame, honors,

achievements, awards, boundaries, rules, discipline, authority, fathers and
fatherhood. The cusp, or border, of the tenth house is also called the

midheaven, and it clues astrologers into your career path. (Ruled by Capricorn)
 

11TH HOUSE:
The eleventh house rules teams, friendships, groups, society, technology, video

and electronic media, networking, social justice, rebellion, and humanitarian
causes. It also rules originality, eccentricity, sudden events, surprises, invention,

astronomy, science fiction and all things futuristic. (Ruled by Aquarius)
 

12TH HOUSE:
The zodiac completes with the twelfth and final house, which rules endings.

This house covers the final stages of a project, tying up loose ends, completions,
the afterlife, old age, and surrender. It’s also associated with separation from

society, institutions, hospitals, jails, hidden agendas, and secret enemies. And it
rules the imagination, creativity, arts, film, dance, poetry, journals, and the

subconscious mind. (Ruled by Pisces)
 



Once you have located your rising sign you can use that to find which house you
can work with during the next moon cycle, or if you prefer you can use your star

sign.
 
 

Aries or Aries Rising - 12th House
 

Taurus or Taurus Rising - 11th House
 

Gemini or Gemini Rising - 10th House
 

Cancer or Cancer Rising - 9th House
 

Leo or Leo Rising - 8th House
 

Virgo or Virgo Rising - 7th House
 

Libra or Libra Rising - 6th House
 

Scorpio or Scorpio Rising - 5th House
 

Sagittarius or Sagittarius Rising -  4th House
 

Capricorn or Capricorn Rising - 3rdHouse
 

Aquarius or Aquarius Rising - 2nd House
 

Pieces or Pieces Rising - 1st House
 



New Moon - 1st House - Personal Brand

With new beginnings in this house it is all about how we present ourselves to the world,
think of the first day at a new job and how you want to present yourself going in.
We can use this energy to have people see us in a new way.
Things to wish for:
- Courage
- New beginning
- Stronger self-image
- Self-direction. 

You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise yourself as your brightest and
best, as you would like to be in this new version of yourself.

’’This New Moon is one of the most exciting because it’s all about the ever-changing and
wonderful you! It’s a time for self-improvement and self-development. Your personal
appearance should be a priority this month – you’re allowed to be a bit vain. Get yourself
into the kind of shape you’ve been dreaming of and take a closer look at the image you’re
presenting. This may sound superficial but pride in your appearance and an awareness of the
message it sends out are a key to success. You can dress any way you want to, but give it
some thought this month. This New Moon cycle also offers your annual chance to clear out
your wardrobe, get a drop-dead gorgeous new haircut, have some up-to-date business cards
made, or revamp your website. Basically, it’s all about the way you present yourself to the
world. Your popularity is high this month, so accept the invitations coming your way and
revel in the attention. This is also one of the best times of the year for starting all kinds of
new projects. You’re in focus and in the spotlight this month. Make it your selfie month. If
you need to work on your self-confidence in relation to your appearance, the New Moon
will support you ‘’ (Boland, Yasmin. Moonology)

Top 3 affirmations Repeat one or all three daily during this New Moon, and in the coming
four weeks: 
‘Today is the first day of the rest of my life!’
‘I take pride in my appearance.’ 
‘I am brave!’

 



New Moon - 2nd House - Your Values (Material)
 

This house is all about the physical things that matter to you - Home, finances and assets. As well as
the talents you hold that can bring these aspects to your life.

 
Things to wish for:

Physical items you really desire
Finances/Money

Self esteem in relation to your talents
 

You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise yourself enjoying the finer things in life,
being happy in your new home or driving that car you always wanted.

 
‘’This New Moon can help you start over financially. It’s a time to remember your own fabulousness

and magnificence. It gives you a special chance to take a look at your assets – and I’m not just
talking about the ones in the bank. It’s deeper than that. What do you have to offer the world?

Value yourself and others will follow suit. It also asks you to take a look at and work on your self-
worth and self-esteem. Love thyself. There’s nothing wrong and everything right about doing this.
Income, finances and budgets all figure now. How can you find some stability in these areas? The

New Moon supports you as you work on these parts of your life. Believing in yourself is a first step.
The higher you rate yourself, the higher others will rate you. I’m not talking about bragging, here:
more deep-down self-belief. Make financial management a priority this month. Think about what

you really value and about what you have to offer the world.’’ (Boland, Yasmin. Moonology)
 

Top 3 affirmations Repeat one or all three daily during this New Moon, and in the coming four
weeks: 

‘I am happy, healthy, wealthy and wise!’
‘Thank you Universe, all my needs are provided for.’ 

‘I am worth it!’



New Moon - 3rd House - Communication
 

This house is all about communication! Talking AND listening.  It also brings time for siblings.
 

Things to wish for:
Ability to speak clearly

Ability to hear and understand to the fullest capacity
Time for siblings

 
You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise yourself expressing yourself clearly with

love, hearing other people with love.
 

‘’It’s time to brush up on your powers of communication. How well are you doing at getting your
message across? If you want something that someone else is in a position to give you, do you feel
confident about asking for it (whether during a conversation or in an email)? It’s so important to
express yourself and your desires clearly, and not to expect others to know you well enough to

second-guess you. This New Moon offers the chance to start again when it comes to written and
spoken communications. It can also signal the start of a very busy time with lots of quick, short trips

and/or more time spent with brothers and sisters.’’ (Boland, Yasmin. Moonology) 
 
 

Top 3 affirmation. Repeat one all three daily during this New Moon, and in the coming four weeks:
 

‘I am expressing myself clearly, kindly and fearlessly.’ 
‘I listen as much as I speak.’ 

‘My relationship with my sibling/neighbour gets better and better.’



New Moon - 4th House - Inner Foundation
 

This house brings the focus on family, home, our roots and ancestors.
 

Things to wish for:
Healthy family

Loving home environment
Strengthen bonds to our lineage

 
You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise yourself enjoying time with your family

members, enjoying the space of your home or connecting to your history.
 

‘’What does ‘home’ mean to you? Whatever your answer, it gives you a strong hint about the parts
of your life that are going to be in focus over the coming four weeks. The New Moon in this part of

your chart often signifies starting again as far as your home is concerned – it can herald a house
move, someone moving in or out of your home, major decluttering, renovating or redecorating.

Families often come to the forefront when the Moon’s new in this part of your chart – your mother
and father especially could take up more of your time now.’’  (Boland, Yasmin. Moonology) 

 
Top 3 affirmations. Repeat one or all three daily during this New Moon, and in the coming four

weeks:
 

‘I love my family and my family love me.’
‘I am safe and all is well’ – Louise Hay’s famous affirmation works well here. 

‘I love my home!’ (Remember, affirmations manifest. Feel the feeling of loving
your home so you move towards it – even if you don’t totally love your present

home.)



New Moon - 5th House - Inner Child
 
 

This house brings the focus to all things FUN ‘Creativity, Children & Romance’
 

Things to wish for:
Fun and joyous moments

To be reminded of childlike fun
Guilt free, innocent fun

 
You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise yourself enjoying time having fun and

feeling guilt free about it.
 

‘’The part of your chart being triggered relates to three main areas: creativity, children and sexy
romance (as opposed to the serious stuff). Where creativity is concerned, if you’re a bit of a closet
artist, the next four weeks will give you an excellent chance to work on your skills.  Where sexy

romance is concerned, budding new romances are possible now and old romances could feel brand
new if you make the most of this month’s New Moon and look for ways to inject more erotic fun.

And kids? Whether they are your own or someone else’s, kids are usually a big issue when the
Moon’s new in the 5th House.’’ (Boland, Yasmin. Moonology) 

 
Top 3 affirmations. Repeat one or all three daily during this New moon, and in the coming four

weeks:
 

‘Life is sweet!’ 
‘I now release my inner child for some fun!’

‘I am a creative being and my juices are flowing.’



New Moon - 6th House - Health and Routine
 

This house highlights our health habits, fitness regimes and daily work 
 

Things to wish for:
Inspirtation for a new fitness/healthy routine

Help with our work life balance
Things to combat unhealthy patterns of the past

 
You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise a fitter, healthier version of yourself.

Releasing old patterns and enjoying a more balanced life.
 

‘’The part of your chart being triggered is about the body, the mind and your wellbeing. If you
haven’t been looking after yourself, problems may come up now, trying to grab your attention

about what needs to be done. It’s a perfect time to join the gym or take up exercise routines that
you’ve let slip. It’s also a great time to start again where health is concerned – to give up smoking or

alter your diet, for example. Also under the microscope are your daily work routines. Remember
that a New Moon is about beginnings, so use this month as a marker for how you want the next 12

months at work to progress.’’ (Boland, Yasmin. Moonology) 
 

Top 3 affirmations. Repeat one or all three daily during this New moon, and in the coming four
weeks:

 
‘I am more and more organised every day.’
‘I give wonderful service for wonderful pay.’

‘My wellbeing is my priority – I am getting back on track.’



New Moon - 7th House - Partnership
 
 

Ooooooo this house is known as the Love Zone! So think love, relationships, marriage as well as
platonic relationships, business relationships and fixing issues with past broken friendships should

you so wish.
 
 

Things to wish for:
Happy relationships
Marriage/proposals

New fresh starts for friendships
 

You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise your perfect relationship with a partner,
happy friendships on strong foundations. 

Replacing images of conflict with anyone with positive bonds of love.
 
 

‘’Your beloved (past, present or potential) is in focus at the time of this New Moon. Now is the time
to think about all your relationships. If you’re attached, what can you do to make your love brand

new? Do you still need to let go of the past? How confident do you feel about your love skills? Now
is the time to go out on a blind date, if you’re not in love and not having any luck with meeting

someone new. If you can’t let go of the past, call up your ex (if it feels right) for a chat and closure.
See if you can work with your lover (past or present) now, as the 7th House is all about balance,

cooperation and doing what’s right.’’ (Boland, Yasmin. Moonology) 
 
 

Top 3 affirmations. Repeat one or all three daily during this New moon, and in the coming four
weeks:

 
‘I love you and I love me.’

‘I am easy to get along with – all my relationships are harmonious.’

‘I am free of the past. My relationships are now resolving themselves’
 
 
 



New Moon - 8th House - Transformation
 
 

This house is an interesting mix as represent both shared finances and sex. So thinking about other
peoples finances in relation to yourself, perhaps shared back accounts/incomes.  It can bring about

an injection of increase to the finances…and sex life.
 

Things to wish for:
More fulfilling sex life

Increase in funds
Overcoming fear in relation to these two areas

 
You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise yourself with more disposable income.

Or if you prefer to think sex life, go on ahead ;)
 
 

‘’This is a great time to seek financial advice too, or to do a weekend business seminar to help you
better understand the financial basics. The part of your chart being triggered also deals with deep,
dark and maybe even kinky sex. If you have intimacy issues that you know you need to work on,

tackle them this month.’’ (Boland, Yasmin. Moonology) 
 
 

Top 3 affirmations. Repeat one or all three daily during this New moon, and in the coming four
weeks:

 
‘I am taken care of materially.’

‘All my financial needs are being met.’

‘My sex life is so wonderfully healthy.’
 
 
 



New Moon - 9th House - Higher Learning
 

This house looks at the larger life picture.  So personal development, travel and long term plans are
important here. Gratitude in your life now to see how far you have come and a clear image going

forwards, or clear faith, are great in this house.
 

Things to wish for:
 

A clear vision of your future 
Certain aspects that match your vision for your future self

A dream trip
 

You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise yourself living the dream you desire. 
Imagine yourself on a trip of a lifetime.

 
‘’The part of your chart being lit up by the New Moon is ruled by Jupiter, which is the planet of
expansion. So whether you’re expanding your mind by studying or travel, or by talking to well-
travelled people, or through doing a personal development course, you have the chance now to

broaden your horizons. This cycle is also about your faith and beliefs. If you know you’ve been rigid
– perhaps clinging on to what you were taught as a child rather than forming your own opinions –
someone could come along now and either help or force you to rethink your philosophies. This is

also a great time to break out of routines and to get a little more freedom.’’ (Boland, Yasmin.
Moonology) Boland, 

 
 

Top 3 affirmations. Repeat one or all three daily during this New moon, and in the coming four
weeks:

 
‘I know that I am blessed’

‘Life is an adventure’

‘The world is my oyster’
 
 



New Moon - 10th House - Legacy and Reputation
 

This house is all career based! 
 

Things to wish for:
Career goals

Being able to help others through your work
Reputation/recommendations

 
You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise being the expert in your field, people

listening to your words/advice.  Achieving your work/career goals, getting that promotion or selling
out your offer.

 
‘’This New Moon is an important one for career-minded folk, because it’s all about your professional
life. It’s a great time to start a new business and the time when your past efforts at the office could
be rewarded – you have an increased chance of promotion now, if you’ve put in the hard work. Even
if you don’t get an actual promotion, you’re far more likely to be recognised for your efforts during

the coming month. This is also a good time to think about your future and what you want for
yourself. Are you headed in the right direction to achieve your aims, ambitions and goals, and if not,

what can you do about it?’’ (Boland, Yasmin. Moonology) 
 
 

Top 3 affirmations. Repeat one or all three daily during this New moon, and in the coming four
weeks:

 
‘I am going places’

‘It’s wonderful to be successful’

‘I love seeing my plans work out’



New Moon - 11th House - Networks and Visions
 

This house is based around our friendships and connections, it can represent social media also.  This
house is also, nearing the end of the 12 month cycle so really those wishes coming true

 
Things to wish for:

That wish you wanted to come true
Great connections

Happiness and strong friendships
 

You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise yourself with your friends, having a
great time. Your social media platform transformed and thriving as you wish for it to be.  You can

visualise your dreams coming true.
 
 

‘’There are two main focuses for you this month. The first is on your hopes and dreams. It’s said
that when the Sun moves through your 11th House – as it’s doing now – your powers of wishing are

supercharged. In other words, be extra careful what you wish for now, because you might get it.
The other focus will be your friends and the networks and groups you belong to. How confident do
you feel about your place within those groups? Are your needs being met, and if they’re not, what

can you do about it? New friends are extra likely to come into your life now.’’ (Boland, Yasmin.
Moonology)

 
 

Top 3 affirmations. Repeat one or all three daily during this New moon, and in the coming four
weeks:

 
‘’I am connected to all love everywhere’’

‘’I love my friends and my friends love me’’

‘’My dreams are now manifesting, under grace in perfect ways’’



New Moon - 12th House - Spirituality and Self-Undoing
 

The completion of the cycle, it is a time to go within ourselves. It is often linked to secrets, private
thoughts and evaluating.

 
Things to wish for:

Inner peace
Introspective ability

Self care/Love as you look inwards.
 

You can use the energy just after the new moon to visualise yourself finalising this cycle as
somethings come to a head that you have manifested.

Seeing yourself as one with the universe.
 

‘’You know when you read astrology and it says something spooky like ‘trust
your dreams’? That’s what I am saying here. When the New Moon is in your

12th House, it’s energising the part of your chart that relates to dreams, and to
all things secret and spooky. The part of your chart being triggered affects the
side of yourself that you don’t tell others about; it’s about your secret self, your
shadow side and your unconscious self. Trusting your dreams is a great idea now

because the Moon in this part of your chart can bring so much to the surface
that’s worth investigating. Because the part of your chart being triggered is also
about all things spooky, it’s also a great time to get in touch with your spiritual
side by doing things like yoga and meditation. Sure, yoga exercises the body,
but both yoga and meditation also calm the mind and help you get closer to

your ‘core self’. If you don’t understand what that means, sign up for a
meditation or yoga course and you soon will. This is the end of another cycle, so

let go of what isn’t working from your life to make room.’’ (Boland, Yasmin.
Moonology)

 
Top 3 affirmations. Repeat one or all three daily during this New moon, and in

the coming four weeks:
 

''It's OK to say no''
''Inner peace is my focus''
''I now release my fears''



Once you have an outline of your wishes and ideas for the new moon you are able to begin to go
through the process of turning them into full wishes.  

Take the time to sit and write out what you wish for, you can number them or bullet point them in
your journal.

After the new moon you can take time to offer these to the universe, by meditating and saying
these wishes in your head or out loud.  Then spending time visualising these things coming into
fruition over the next few weeks.  You can return to this visual as much as you would like as the

days go on. 
Once you have done your wishes and visualised these you can then start turning your wishes into

affirmations.
Affirmations are best used in a state of the present. So knowing this is coming, happening or has
happened already.  These can then be used on a daily basis to recite and help bring these things

closer to you via manifestation. 
If you need any help or have any questions please do let me know.

For now I will leave this here, but may add more bits into the group as we approach this new moon
phase.


